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Nowadays, corrosion evaluation of steel embedded in reinforced concrete
(RC) plays an important role in repair, protection and maintenance of RC struc-
tures. Air-entraining agent (AEA) and microsilica (MS) are among the most impor-
tant admixtures, which affect the corrosion rate (CR) of RC. Specifically, 12 mix
designs incorporating different contents of AEA (ie, 0, 0.7, 1.4, 2.1, 2.9, and 3.6%
by weight), half with 10% MS, were constructed. The corrosion behavior of RC
specimens after exposure to 3.5% NaCl environment was investigated using half-
cell potential (HCP) and electrical resistance (ER) as conventional tests and Tafel
polarization as a more powerful corrosion test. Moreover, an optimization process
was conducted on the mix design parameters using Taguchi and Factorial methods
to analyze the effective factors and sensitivity of CR to each factor. The results of
Tafel test indicate that they are noticeably more reliable and reasonable as com-
pared to HCP and ER tests. Moreover, the results show that incorporating a low
content of AEA (up to 0.7%) effectively improves the corrosion behavior of RC
specimens, while the mix design containing 0.7% AEA together with 10% MS is
the optimal design in terms of a decreased CR. The results also show that Factorial
is a more applicable method in the field of corrosion evaluation of RC, due to the
yield of more accurate findings as compared to Taguchi.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Penetration of chloride ions into steel surfaces causes corro-
sion and thus, reduces lifetime of reinforced concrete
(RC) structures. Therefore, research on reduction of the con-
crete permeability which can lead to a reduced corrosion,
has been of great interest.1 One of the factors that can
increase RC life time against freeze-thawing cycles2,3 and
permeability4,5 is air-entraining agent (AEA). The accurate
content of AEA that can effectively improve or negatively
affect the permeability properties of RC has not yet been
determined. In this way, researchers have reported both posi-
tive6,7 and negative8 effects of AEA on permeability and

corrosion properties of RC. Due to this, it can be mentioned
that the reason for lack of clarity in the effects of AEA on
corrosion of RC is the method of evaluating the corrosion
behavior of RC from the results of permeability test at which
some significant errors may be included, or using half-cell
potential (HCP)9 and electrical resistivity (ER)10 tests, which
are among the conventional methods of determining perme-
ability11 and corrosion of concrete.12 The ER value generally
states the corrosion progress in RC as a dependent parameter
on the hardened cement paste,11 while the HCP value
expresses the probability of the corrosion phenomenon.13,14

Therefore, it is not possible to determine the positive or neg-
ative effect of AEA on corrosion behavior of RC using these
two methods, due to their insufficient accuracy.

Microsilica (MS) is another factor, whose effects can be
considered in this field. It is well established that MS can be
typically used to reduce the permeability of chloride in
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concrete.15 In this regard, researchers have conducted valu-
able studies on the use of MS, to reduce permeability16 and
corrosion,17–19 and to increase strength,20,21 durability22 and
electrical resistance23,24 of RC. They have also provided
optimal values for each factor in order to improve the
desired properties of RC. For instance, studies were carried
out on concrete containing MS to investigate the corrosion
properties of RC by electrochemical experiments and the
results indicated that the optimal amount of MS is 10% by
weight,7,9 and the higher amounts may increase the corro-
sion rate (CR).7

Considering the above mentioned facts, it was found out
that similar to MS with a reported optimal amount in the case
of improving the corrosion behavior of RC, there was a sig-
nificant need to indicate the optimal amount of AEA. In this
regard, the combined effect of MS and AEA on permeability
of concrete was evaluated in the study of Choi et al.5 Their
results indicated that increase in the MS amount from 0 to 9%
leads to a decreased permeability of 58 to 60%, while addition
of this amount of MS in an air-entrianed concrete decreased
the permeability from 40 to 60%. Thus, it can be concluded
that there is no certain amount reported for AEA alone and
also, its combination with MS in order to obtain the lowest
permeability in RC. On the other hand, considering that per-
meability is a corrosion-dependent parameter, investigation of
corrosion in such RC structures using powerful methods and
accurate determination of the optimal amount of these two
additives can be of great interest and significance. Accord-
ingly, in this study, 12 mix designs (6 with only AEA and
6 with combination of AEA and MS) were constructed and
exposed to 3.5% NaCl environment. For evaluation of the
capability of the conventional methods, the corrosion behav-
ior of RC specimens was first investigated by HCP and elec-
trical resistance (ER). Then, the Tafel polarization technique
as a more powerful corrosion test, was conducted on whole
specimens. Furthermore, an optimization process was con-
ducted using Taguchi and Factorial methods to obtain the
optimal content of AEA and MS and their percentage contri-
bution in terms of the lowest CR. Finally, a comparison study
was conducted on the results of applying experimental tests
and statistical methods, to specify their effectiveness and dis-
tinguish the most efficient methods in the field of corrosion
behavior of RC specimens.

2 | EXPERIMENTAL PLAN

2.1 | Materials

In this study, cement type II was Ordinary Portland
cement (CEM II 52.5 N),25–27 fine and coarse aggregate,

MS, AEA and super-plasticizer used in mix designs.
Tables 1 and 2 respectively, illustrate the chemical and
physical properties of the cementitious materials used in
the mix designs.

The fine and coarse aggregates used in the mix designs
were proposed according to the ASTM C136.28 Six different
contents of AEA (0, 0.7, 1.4, 2.1, 2.9, and 3.6% by weight)
were also applied in mix designs conforming to ASTM
C260.29 The specific gravity of 1.01 g/cm3 and pH of about
7 were also reported for the AEA utilized. Since previous
researches concluded that 10% weight of MS replacement
can be the optimal amount,9 this constant content of replace-
ment was applied in half of the mix designs of the current
study.

Details of mix designs are shown in Table 3, where a
series of 12 cylindrical RC specimens, 10 cm in diameter
and 15 cm in height, were constructed. A St37 steel rebar
with a diameter of 14 mm and a length of 150 mm was pro-
posed in the middle of each specimen. In order to minimize
the crevice corrosion and possible localized attacks in the
specimens, their concrete–steel–atmosphere interfaces were
insulated with epoxy resin; the lengths of steel rebar outside
the specimen was 50 mm, while the length in contact with
concrete was 80 mm (Figure 1).

After 24 hr, the specimens were demolded and wet-
cured for 28 days at the curing tank. Finally, the RC speci-
mens were exposed to 3.5% NaCl solution for 2 weeks
accompanied by 2 weeks in dry condition.

2.2 | Methods

Figure 2 is the schematic of HCP measurement in the 3.5%
NaCl solution (artificial seawater). This process was done to
simulate marine environments for the half-cell measurement
according to ASTM C876-0930 and a reference electrode
was used for the copper/copper sulfate electrode.

Figure 3 gives the schematic view of the ER test which
was conducted on specimens according to ASTM C176031

and based on Ohm's Law.32 The test was carried out at 20
�
C

and ER values were measured by the two-electrode method
using external steel plates and a hand-held resistance meter
with a frequency of 1 kHz. The calculations of ER of the test
specimens were done using Equation (1)

TABLE 1 The chemical compositions of the Portland cement used51,52

Ingredient SiO2 AL2O2 Fe2O3 CaO MgO K2O SO3 Na2O LOI

CEM II 52.5 N 21.54 4.95 3.82 63.24 1.55 0.75 2.43 0.48 1.24

TABLE 2 The physical properties of the Portland cement used53

Blain
Setting
time (min)

Setting
time (max) Soundness Aut.Exp.

Cement 3,083 119 218 Good 0.12

Allowable
scale

Min ≥ 2800 Min 45≥ Max ≤360 — Max ≤0.8
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ρ¼R
A
L
, ð1Þ

where, ρ is the ER, R is electrical resistance, A is surface
area and L is height of the specimen.

The electrical resistance (R) can also be obtained from
Equation (2):

R¼V
I
, ð2Þ

where, V is potential difference and I is current.

Tafel polarization test was also conducted on specimens
by A Gill AC laboratory potentio stat (ACM instrument).
The specimens were performed in a 3.5 M NaCl solution.
The logarithmic current curves are illustrated by the results
of the Tafel test, and the type of analysis is referred to as
Tafel slope analysis.33

2.3 | Statistical procedures

There are several methods for designing optimal
structures,34 therefore, this paper applied both Taguchi and
Factorial methods to highlight the application and compare
the effectiveness of their evaluation and optimization pro-
cesses on parameters affecting the corrosion behavior of
RC. It was reported that each of the methods (Taguchi and
Factorial methods) has its individual characteristics. The
advantages of Taguchi method are reduction of number of
experiments, costs and time, and reduction of sensitivity of
the system to sources of variation,35,36 while the advantage
of full factorial method is that it produces more accurate
results as compared to Taguchi method. However, it is

TABLE 3 Details of mix desings applied to produce the test specimens

Mix no.
Water
(kg/m3)

Water/
Cement

Aggregates
(kg/m3)

AEA
%

MS
(%)

Super-plasticizer
(kg/m3)

A0 278 0.5 1,586 0 — —

A1 278 0.5 1,586 0.7 — —

A2 278 0.5 1,586 1.4 — —

A3 278 0.5 1,586 2.1 — —

A4 278 0.5 1,586 2.9 — —

A5 278 0.5 1,586 3.6 — —

A0M 222 0.4 1,586 0 10 8

A1M 222 0.4 1,586 0.7 10 8

A2M 222 0.4 1,586 1.4 10 8

A3M 222 0.4 1,586 2.1 10 8

A4M 222 0.4 1,586 2.9 10 4

A5M 222 0.4 1,586 3.6 10 2

AEA = air-entraining agent; MS = microsilica.

FIGURE 1 Dimension of reinforced concrete specimen
FIGURE 2 Schematic of the half-cell potential measurement setup for air-
entrained specimens
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difficult to say which method is better. It depends on the
experience of the researcher, the time and resources, and
how accurate the results are in each case.37

In the case of this study, the responses are the values of
HCP, ER and CR. Two main factors were also considered in
the optimization process, including AEA and MS with six
and two levels, respectively, which can be effectively con-
trolled (Table 4). The Minitab software (Version 18, Minitab
Inc. State College, PA) was applied to analyze the obtained
compositions.

In the Taguchi method, an optimal composition can be
determined using the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios. The term
“signal” defines the desirable value and “noise” defines the
undesirable value. The S/N ratio is used to calculate the vari-
ation and relation of the response to the target value under
different noise conditions, so that the sensitivity of the sys-
tem to the sources of variation decreases, thus resulting in
good performance.20 In this efficient way, the important fac-
tors from a large number of potential factors can be detected.
Then, the factorial design can be utilized to analyze the inter-
actions among the important factors.38

In this paper, ANOVA analysis was carried out to deter-
mine statistical significant process parameters and percent
contribution of these parameters to the HCP, ER and CR
values of RC specimens produced with MS and AEA.
ANOVA indicates the contribution of factors and their

interactions. ANOVA employs sums of squares which are
mathematical abstracts that are used to separate the overall
variance in the response to variances due to the processing
parameters and measurement errors.39

3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The HCP of RC specimens in 3.5 wt% NaCl solution was
measured and the results are shown in Figure 4. Potentials
that are lower than −350 mV indicate that the probability
of corrosion is more than 90%. For values higher than
−200 mV, it can be stated that the probability of corrosion
is less than 5%, while the values between −200 and −350
indicate an uncertain corrosion.40,41 As shown, for air-
entrained concrete specimens containing 2.1, 2.9 and 3.6%
AEA (A3–A5), the probability of corrosion is more than
90%, while the specimens containing 0 to 1.4% AEA are
in uncertain condition. In addition, it can be observed that
the absolute HCP values of air-entrained concrete speci-
mens incorporating MS (%) are typically lower than those
of air-entrained concrete specimens. This can be attributed
to the effect of MS on decrease in the probability of
corrosion in such specimens.

The ER measurement of concrete is used as an important
method in monitoring the reinforcement of CR. The ER
results of all the specimens are presented in Figure 5. The
ER of concrete related to the microstructure of the cement
paste,42 is a measure of the permeability of concrete against
the entry of corrosive ions like chlorine.43 Accordingly,
Figure 4 shows that 10% cement replacement by MS
increases the ER of concrete. This can be due to the role of
MS additive in reducing the permeability of cement paste

TABLE 4 The defined factors and their levels

Factor (%) Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6

AEA 3.6 2.9 2.1 1.4 0.7 0

MS 0 10 — — — —

AEA = air-entraining agent; MS = microsilica.

FIGURE 3 Schematic of the electrical resistance measurement setup for
air-entrained specimens

FIGURE 4 Half-cell potential of the air-entrained specimens
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when the pores of cement matrix are filled with C-S-H gel
produced from pozzolanic activities.44 This confirms the
findings of recent studies,45,46 which indicated that incorpo-
rating MS additive and other cementitious materials such as
fly ash and ground granulated blast furnace slag reduces the
pores of the cement paste, leading to increase in
ER. Furthermore, it is shown in Figure 4 that among the first
six specimens (A0–A5), increase in the AEA content
decreased the ER of the specimens. However, the results of
previous studies have established the positive effects of
AEA on decrease in the ER of concrete specimens. In this
regard, it was reported that AEA produces discrete, almost
spherical bubbles in the cement paste, and no channels were
formed for the flow of water and the permeability of the con-
crete did not increase.7 On the other hand, the results of ER
test on the second six specimens, in which 10% MS was
included (A0M–A5M), indicate that the A1M specimen con-
taining 0.7% AEA has the highest ER, which is in contrast
with the results of A0–A5 specimens.

Tables 5 and 6 show the results of ANOVA of HCP and
ER tests, respectively, for both Taguchi and Factorial
methods. It can be observed that the most effective factor on
HCP value is AEA (%), while in ER test, MS (%) has more
significant effect on response.

Effects of parameters on mean S/N ratio of the (a) HCP
and (b) ER tests are illustrated in Figure. 6. As shown, smal-
ler is better type of quality properties was chosen for HCP
test as the objective is to minimize the target, while larger is
better type was chosen for ER test in order to maximize the
target. It was observed that the optimal values of AEA and
MS were 0 and 10%, respectively, for HCP test, while the
corresponding values for ER test were 0.7 and 10%, respec-
tively. Similar findings are also shown in Figure 7 for both
HCP and ER tests.

Comparison of the whole experimental and statistical
findings obtained from the HCP and ER tests (Figures 4–7
and Tables 5 and 6) of this study, indicate that these results,
in the case of RC specimens, are not in a specific direction
and with an acceptable trend. Therefore, it can be concluded
that a more powerful method like electrochemical technique
is necessary to obtain more reasonable and reliable results.
In this way, the Tafel polarization test was conducted on the
whole specimens and the results in terms of experimental
and statistical analyses are represented in Figures 8–13 and
Tables 7 and 8.

As shown in Figure 8, the specimen A5, incorporating
the highest content of AEA has the least potential as com-
pared to the other specimens. A gradual decrease of the
AEA content increases the potential. This admixture can also
increase the current density (icorr) of the specimens, which
causes the higher permeability. The obtained results can be
confirmed by the findings of a previous study,8 where high
water penetrability was concluded in the case of using high
contents of AEA in concrete structures. However, the speci-
men A1 incorporating 0.7% AEA leads to the highest poten-
tial and the lowest icorr among the air-entrained contained
specimens. This shows that a low content of AEA can have
some beneficial effects on enhancement of the corrosion
potential, resulting in a reduced permeability. This can be
confirmed by the findings of previous studies,47,48 which
indicate that if there is a high amount of air bubbles in
cement paste, the voids will be filled more expressively with
hydration products. In fact, incorporating high AEA content
causes a greater porosity of the cement paste, leading to the

FIGURE 5 Electrical resistance of the air-entrained specimens

TABLE 5 ANOVA of HCP test for Taguchi and factorial methods

Source

Taguchi method Factorial method

Difference (%)DF SS Contribution (%) DF SS Contribution (%)

AEA (%) 5 26,798 74.87 5 25,257 70.57 4.3

MS (%) 6 8,990 25.12 6 10,531 29.42 4.3

AEA = air-entraining agent; MS = microsilica.

TABLE 6 ANOVA of ER test for Taguchi and full factorial methods

Source

Taguchi method Factorial method

Difference (%)DF SS Contribution (%) DF SS Contribution (%)

AEA (%) 5 8,274 10.54 5 6,834 8.70 1.84

MS (%) 6 70,209 89.45 6 71,649 91.29 1.84

AEA = air-entraining agent; MS = microsilica.
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presence of capillary channels and micropores in the vicinity
of the pores, and the greater ease of water flow between
them. Therefore, the CR can be reduced as a result of
decrease in oxygen diffusion which helps the H+ ions in
concrete to be consumed in the cathodic reaction (Figure 9).

From Figure 10, it can be observed that the potential and
icorr of the specimens A0M-A5M are typically enhanced as

compared to those of the specimens, A0–A5, which is due to
MS existence in the corresponding mix designs.

Contribution of ANOVA of CR test to both Taguchi and
Factorial methods are shown in Table 7, indicating the statis-
tical effect of each factor on responses. It can be observed
that the most effective factor on CR test is MS due to its
higher percent contribution.

The mean values in terms of S/N ratio for both control
factors are shown in Figure 11, with the main effects of
parameters on the mean responses. As shown, the mean S/N
ratio of CR test has higher values, with better results than
the other two tests (Figure 6). In addition, it was observed
that MS factor is a more important parameter due to its
higher S/N value as compared to AEA. Moreover, it can be
concluded that the specimen containing 0.7% AEA and 10%
MS has the optimal mix design, resulting in the lowest CR
value.

The interaction plots of the responses with consideration
of the AEA and MS factors are shown in Figure 12. There
are considerable interaction effects of factors on response
when two lines intersect with each other; in other words,
the influence of one factor on the response is altered by the
change of level of another factor.49 It was observed that the
interaction plots of both factors are not parallel to each other,
indicating that the interaction effects of both factors on
responses are so significant.

FIGURE 6 Effects of parameters on mean S/N ratio of the (a) half-cell potential and (b) electrical resistance tests

FIGURE 7 The optimization responses obtained from factorial method for half-cell potential and electrical resistance tests

FIGURE 8 Tafel curves of the air-entrained specimens of polarization test.
Sample codes (A0–A5) indicate percentage of air-entraining agent as
follows: A0 = 0%, A1 = 0.7%, A2 = 1.4%, A3 = 2.1%, A4 = 2.9%, and
A5 = 3.6% AEA

6 GHANEI ET AL.



Figure 13 shows the optimization values obtained from
factorial method for CR test. It was observed that the speci-
men containing 0.7% AEA and 10% MS is the best mix

design, confirming again, the positive effects of combination
of MS and a low content of AEA on improvement of con-
crete characteristics, resulting in decrease in CR.

For comparison of the applicability of Taguchi and Fac-
torial methods in evaluation of factors affecting the corro-
sion behavior of RC specimens of the current study, an
investigation based on R-square values of the analyses for
the whole tests was conducted and the results are shown in

FIGURE 9 Schematic view of electrochemical corrosion of specimens exposed to chloride environment

FIGURE 10 Tafel curves of the air-entrained specimens incorporating 10%
MS additive of polarization test. Specimen codes (A0M–A5M) indicate the
presence of 10% MS and different percentages of AEA: A0M = 0%,
A1M = 0.7%, A2M = 1.4%, A3M = 2.1%, A4M = 2.9% and A5M = 3.6%

FIGURE 11 Effects of parameters of mean S/N ratio on corrosion rate

FIGURE 12 Interaction effects of factors on corrosion rate

FIGURE 13 The optimization responses obtained from factorial method
for corrosion rate test

GHANEI ET AL. 7



Table 8. It is shown that though there are little differences
between the percent contributions of Taguchi and Factorial
methods, Factorial method, due to its production of higher
R-square values, can be more applicable and the results can
be more accurate. It was also confirmed by the results of
another study,50 showing that Factorial method is better than
Taguchi method since the mean square error is less and the
parameter design of the Factorial method provides a simple,
systematic and efficient methodology for optimization
process.

4 | CONCLUSIONS

From this study, the following conclusions were drawn:

1. In the case of evaluation of RC corrosion, the results of
HCP and ER tests cannot be reliable; thus, a more pow-
erful method like electrochemical technique is necessary
in order to obtain more reasonable and accurate results.

2. The experimental and statistical results mainly indicate
that the use of 10% MS and a low content of AEA (up to
0.7%) appropriately improve the corrosion behavior of
RC specimens.

3. The optimization results indicate that MS is a more pro-
nounced factor than AEA due to its higher contribution
in improving the corrosion behavior of RC.

4. Although small differences were observed between the
optimization results of Taguchi and Factorial methods,
Factorial method is more applicable in the field of corro-
sion evaluation of RC and yields more accurate findings
as compared to the Taguchi method.
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